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HOW TO SEE A DANCING TREE

Nowadays, innovators are pretty certain that the easiest way to jumpstart 

creative evolution is to learn from other people’s successes and borrow 

ideas that worked elsewhere. As CREAX put it, ‘whatever your problem is, 

somebody, somewhere, has probably already solved it’.  So of course we can 

learn from them.

But how can we borrow someone else’s idea in an ethical way? How do we 

transform the known into the unknown? How do we see something that has 

not already been seen and done before?

Averaging the intelligence of a crowd or ‘stealing like an artist’, is not 

enough. What we need to access is the essence of fluid intelligence and 

brain connectivity. The heart of this issue, therefore, is about consciously 

making interesting and meaningful analogies.

And that is not as easy as it sounds.

This is the province of great Artists and Inventors, of Buddhists versed in 

fundamental patterns, Aboriginal Shamans inclined to anthropomorphism 

and Poets steeped in metaphor. This is the essence of Biomimetics, using 

nature for inspiration in engineering design. Or, as I like to call it lately, 

Cosmomimicry or Imaginalogy, using any part of the universe as a seed for 

insight into something else.
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We are not taught how to think this way at school. And corporates also do 

not have a simple system for showing everyone how to see the world in 

this way. So perhaps it’s no wonder that when I recently said to a group of 

30 Managing Directors in one of Europe’s biggest organizations, ’In order to 

have better ideas, you need to look outside and see a Dancing Tree’, they 

stared at me in blank horror.

Today, and for the future, we need to fill that gap in seeing. There is 

certainly a huge need for young people to become proficient at this kind of 

thinking. So I want to show you a very natural process you can apply to your 

daily life, that’s based on the simplest patterns of creation, from the largest 

sets of big data.

Seeing Analogy, Biomimicry or Cosmomimicry will not just lead to better 

brainstorming - though that will almost certainly be one practical outcome 

for you, just as it has been, for the inventors and designers I’ve taught for 

over 10 years. 

If you can learn this new way of seeing, you’ll also be able to unravel the 

complex problems that precede better idea generation, and help others do 

the same. And being good at that could be the start of a new career. 
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IMAGINALOGY

First up, let me remind you that analogies do not just exist. There is no such 

thing as ‘An Analogy’, as if it were a solid thing - a tree or a kind of Cat in a 

Hat.

Analogies are evolving. They are formed. By us.

Indeed, there’s a strict set of steps that are mathematically defined, for the 

process of contrasting and comparing objects, which is how analogies are 

always created:

1/. Scale or Ratio 1:

a:b

2/. Proportion 2;

•	 a:b :: c:d,    a discontinuous relationship of equivalence between four terms in two ratios

•	 a:b :: b:c,       a continuous relationship of equivalence between three terms in two ratios

•	 a:b :: b:(a+b),   a ‘golden ratio’ that reduces or integrates a three term proportion to two.

This set of equations tells us that in order to even begin the process of 

seeing analogies, we must have a set of things to compare with each other, 

called a, b, c for example.
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But what if we have only a question ie. one object, a, and no idea where to 

start looking for relevant answers or ideas b and c? 

How do we know how to find things or patterns that make sense to connect 

and which will produce new ideas?

Well, we need to start from scratch. From first principles. We need to think 

like a builder, mountain-climber or chef would have to think, in order to learn 

their hobby or trade.

In other words, we need to treat learning to see analogies like the process of 

learning anything else, and follow Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Paraphrased, there are only three basic steps to get started : 

•	 Collect

•	 Connect

•	 & Understand.

I’ll go through each of them in turn, in the remainder of this booklet.
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COLLECTING

The first thing we need to do, is create our own, personal ‘Library of 

Inspiration’. Why? Well, builders need to put all their bricks in a line, before 

they start to build a house. Hikers gather their camping equipment and chefs 

find ingredients.  As Imaginalogists, we also accumulate a library or catalogue. 

For, just as we can’t build houses without all the right pieces, we can’t 

connect meaningful creative dots if we don’t have the basics in our backpack 

and remember what everything is called.  As we collect, we pay attention to 

remember the names of all the things we care about and discriminate the 

good from the best. 

There are two ways to choose what to collect -

1. randomly pick things we know nothing about and believe have no reason 

to be associated

2. choose things we do know or care about, and that we believe should be 

associated

Some professional scientists swear by the first option and sometimes this 

works for heavy time constraints or a quick win. But working randomly has 

never been the best way to achieve anything worthwhile in life. And research 

shows that it’s not, historically, the best way to achieve significant, world-

changing ideas either. So I don’t recommend it!
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Great poets, storytellers and mystics on the other hand, choose option 2. 

They carefully consider the associations that might exist within and between 

things and make jokes, allusions and illusions about these, based on the 

perceived associations. In other words, they show their audience a reality that 

is both hidden and unveiled in shared metaphors.

Indeed, highly creative people use metaphor at lot and apparently all kids 

start out doing this at a very early age. Certainly, 3-year-olds effortlessly 

describe objects as other objects: A comb becomes a centipede; a crust of 

bread becomes the curb of a road. And we’re not surprised when a 5-year 

declares a tree blowing in the wind is dancing.

Somehow this ability is tempered as we get older. But the fact remains that 

all our life, we experience things with our five senses.  All the things we 

love seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching give us access to a huge 

number of basic patterns that might link with each other. This is the basis of 

a library of inspiration for new ideas. We just need to look in detail at what 

we love and then organize or reframe the pieces. 

That brings us to your first task now - to make a list of all the things you love 

or care about. Let’s call it ‘My Favourite Things’. Try to include topics like the 

ones on the left in my list below.
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ANJA’S FAVOURITE THINGS - A LIBRARY OF INSPIRATION

•	 Favourite Animal - Snow Leopard with Blue Eyes

•	 Favourite Movies -The Wizard of Oz, The Weeping Camel, Spirited Away, 

Inception, The Adjustment Bureau

•	 Favourite Movie Genre - 40-50-60’s Musicals

•	 Favourite Movie Character - The Guy who vomits flies in ‘The Green Mile’

•	 Favourite Movie Stars - Dakota Fanning, Brit Marling, Matt Damon, all  

the oldies

•	 Favourite Movie Director - Christopher Nolan

•	 Favourite TV show[s] - Bewitched, I Dream of Jeannie [1970s]

•	 Favourite Fiction Book - The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August

•	 Favourite Book Genre - Magical Realism, Hagiographies

•	 Favourite Author[s] - Isabelle Allende and Cecilia Ahern

•	 Favourite Magazine - New Scientist

•	 Favourite Scientists - Einstein & Schroedinger

•	 Favourite Sports Idol or Religious Hero - Buddha and Christ

•	 Favourite Sport to watch - Figure Skating, Diving

•	 Favourite Sports to play - Iceskating, Rollerblading, Tobogganing

•	 Favourite hobby - Dreaming, Iwama Ryu Aikido and Vajrayana Buddhist 

Meditation 

•	 Spouse or parents hobbies - Gardening
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CONNECTING

Once we’ve made our list of Favourite Things, we want to examine it in detail.

In other words, now we need a map or recipe that connects the basics in the 

right order, hierarchy or journey. We practise fitting things together: walls & 

roof, climbing harness and rope, eggs & flour, over and over. We do the basic 

moves and eventually develop some finesse.

As Imaginalogists, we find only 3 things are required for connecting 

information in our library - the 3 most basic features of the world around  

us3.

1. A Shape, size or form of a physical Thing

2. An Action, behaviour or dynamic movement pattern of the Thing

3. A Context, spacetime, environment or culture in which the Thing lives

There are an additional 3, more detailed, features you can draw on, for 

innovative pattern recognition that won’t fit in this booklet - they’re described 

in my online short course.

For now, I suggest you go through every item on your list of Favourites, and 

add these details. Your end result could look something like my summary for 

the Snow Leopard below:
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Favourite Animal - Snow Leopard with Blue Eyes

•	 Shape: symmetrical with four legs and a tail 

•	 Actions: stare, stalk, spring, pounce, play, run, claw, scratch, bite etc.

•	 Context: endangered loner, self-sufficient in extreme cold, dangerous 

when provoked or hungry

Your final task is to think about every item on your list in deep detail. Go 

through each one of the 40 Inventive Principles of Altshuller and consider 

how your Favourite Things illustrate them. For instance, for the principle, 

‘Make it Move & Adjust’, I would try to think of at least 20 different ways a 

Snow Leopard moves and adjusts. You might need a thesaurus for this step. 

UNDERSTANDING

The thing we absolutely don’t want with Analogy, is to be lazy - to use 

stereotypes that lead to the same associations as everyone else. The lifeblood 

of world-changing ideas depends on unearthing unexpected coincidences, that 

are not easily derived from our starting point or expected as an ideal result. 

What we really want is for the metaphor itself to point out the connection, 

as often happens in jokes. We laugh, because the answer is both familiar and 

unexpected.

In other words, the point of seeing Analogy is to harness the right patterns and 

connections to provide answers for real life questions. We need to find the symbol 

that makes everyone say, ‘Of course! Why didn’t I see that before?’
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So, most importantly, I have one last instruction for you, that will make your personal 

Inspiration Library come to life - this is a shortcut and fast-track to seeing Analogy and 

having better ideas everywhere, all the time. 

For every object you observe and for every new question you need to solve, just ask 

yourself:

•	 What would it be if it wasn’t what it is - this is metaphor

•	 What else does it remind me of - this is simile

•	 What would my favourite X do - this is imitation

This is the key to flip through all the possible books in your inspiration library, to find the 

right corner, the best analogy and the most likely way to find an answer.

For instance, if I’m trying to understand someone better, my mind might realise his stare 

reminds me of a snow leopard. So I morph my friend into that animal, to see if that gives 

me further, useful insights. Doing this uses analogy to make analogical hypotheses, just as 

we make logical, scientific hypotheses to guess answers, then test and finally confirm  

the best. 

And of course the more we practise seeing Analogy in different contexts - eg. looking for 

‘snow leopard people’ in movies like ‘Frozen’ [Elsa], The Golden Compass’ [Mrs. Coulter] and 

‘Game of Thrones’ [Daenerys Targaryen] or books and life, the better we can understand 

it. Indeed, we’ll have new insights into both the snow leopard animal and ‘snow leopard 

people’ because Analogy works in two directions.  
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Ultimately, if you’ve built your personal Library of Inspiration broad and deep enough, you’ll 

find your mind doesn’t make the kind of trivial connections scientists are so wary of, and 

innovators want to avoid - seeing useless patterns is simply the result of inexperience, 

mirroring superficial features rather than matching questions with answers.

Instead, drawing on the richness of your experience and the depth of detail proposed in 

this booklet, your mind will use your old, Favourite Things to answer new questions in a 

beautifully complex and meaningful combination of ideas nobody else has ever had - or 

can ever have, because they don’t have your personal combination of experience and view 

of the world. 

So go ahead and try it now. And please do share your analogies from both life and 

dreams on our facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/ thefutureofinspiration/ wont 

you?Sharing them can help a lot more people find connections in the world and their 

own life. And I love to hear them too. 

Footnotes - 1 In other words, start by comparing two alike things with different names eg a big apple and a small one. 
2 In other words continue by comparing two sets of things which are internally alike but not like the other set eg 

a big + small apple with a big + small orange. And finish by concluding that, if we look far enough, all things are 

somehow like enough to be related to each other eg. all seeds grow into fruit, following the same steps.
3 These are the same 3 categories that define how we Ask Better Questions to get Better Answers - ask Anja for 

more information.
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